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comes a right angle. This remark does not apply to the modification
for the rectangular hyperbola or to the apparatus for the parabola.

Additional Note.

I have found, since writing the above, that the method of Art. 10,
as regards the (1, 1) correspondence, is not new. It is used in Dr. Casey's
elegant memoir on " Bicircular Quartics," Art. 10, and was originally
given by Chasles, " Comptes Rendus," 1853. The extension, by using
curves of Index 1 in place of conies passing through fonr points, is due
to M. Terquem ; and not, as stated by Clebsch (p. 376, " Vorlesungen
fiber Geometrie") to M. de Jonquieres. See " Theoremes segmen-
taires," Nouvelles Annales, 1853, p. 358.

To prevent misconception I have to add, respecting the system of
coordinates, that I had in the first instance reinvented Mr. Walton's
11 Trigonic Coordinates," Quarterly Journal, Vol. ix., p. 340. I sup-
pressed my paper on the subject, and went on with the work only on
perceiving the advantages mentioned in § 2.

On Spherical Quartics, with a Quadruple Gydic Arc, and a Triple
Focus. By HENRY M. JEFFERY.

[Bead Junt 9th, ISSl.]

1. In general, quartics with quadruple cyclic arcs have also quadruple
foci in their quadrantal poles; but if a cyclic arc of the satellite-conic
coincide with the quadruple cyclic arc of the quartic, its quadrantal
pole is a triple focus. (§11.)

Such a group of spherical quartics may be thus defined:
* = (l+dx)(l+x*+y')+\(l+x'+y*)* : (A),

if x, y denote by Gudermann's system of spherical coordinates the
tangents of arcs, intercepted on the arcs of coordinates by great circles
drawn from their quadrantal poles.*

These quartics are of the eighth class, if they are non-singular, and
may have five single foci, collinear with the triple focus. If the quartics
are nodal, two single foci nnite, as in piano, at a node and disappear;
such quartics are of the sixth class (§ 1*2.)

If cP < 1, there may be two cusped quartics in the group, pear-shaped
(Fig. 1), and cardioidal (Fig. 2) ; these are of the fifth class.

• If a, j3 be arcs drawn perpendicularly from any point of a quartic to the cyclic
arcs, their geometrical relation is thus expressed:

K (sin a)4 — 6ino8in/3 + A (A).
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If d* = 1, X = ] , K = \, the corresponding point-quartio has only
one single focus, and is of the fourth class.

2. All the quartics of this group are non-folium, unifolium, or bi*
folium, i.e., have none, one, or two depressions in one oval, symmetrical
with respect to their axes. These folia, which are characterised by two
points of inflexion and a bitangent, may terminate, by varying the
parameters («r, X) of the group, either in a singular quartic or in a
folium-point, i.e., a point of undulation. These terminal values of the
parameters (*, X) may be exhibited in their mutual relation by two
discriminating plane curves. (Figs. 5-8.)

The varions alterations and transitions in the forms of the quartics
are thus explained in detail in § 5.

3. To exhibit the mutual relation be-
tween the parameters K and X, when the
spherical quartics of this group are nodal,
as the first discriminating curve. (Fig. 5.)

If <f> = 0 be the equation to the group
(A), the conditions of singularity are

dy
= 6.

These are

FIG. 6.
x% y - 0.

(2).. .4X.15 (1 + as') + 2» + d (1 + Sas1) = 0.
The eliminant is a sextic, which may be obtained directly as the

discriminant of the quartic (A), when y = 0, and two apses coincide at
a node.

l

The highest terms of this sextic are a multiple of K*X' (X—K).
But this unicursal curve is more conveniently drawn from the

implicit equations (1) and (2).
It has two asymptotes, the (*) axis, and the line ((c^=X-j-l). If

d? < 1, it has a stapete, but is smooth if d*>\.

For — = 0, — = 0, at a singular point; in each case
ax ax

The discriminant of this quartic is d' — \.
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If d1 = 1, the sextic has a triple or stapete-point. This stapete is
important, since the critical quartics of the given group only occur
(see § 5) for values of («r, X) thereon.

The other limit of the stapete is thus found:

As d approaches zero, « = — —, and — (-r ) •
\ 4 /

The corresponding cusps (K,X) are (oo, 0), and ($•, — | ) .
One cusp of the stapete is at the end of the (K) line of reference, the

other at a finite distance from the origin.
In the limit (d = 0), the quartic becomes two concentric small circles,

•which unite in a double circle, when 4«cX+l = 0. When «: = i ,
X = — I, at an apse of this hyperbola, or when *: = oo, X = 0, the
quartic terminates in a double point-circle.

4. To exhibit the mutual relation which
exists between the parameters, when the
spherical quartics of this group have a
folium-point (or point of undulation), as
the second discriminating curve. (Fig. 6.)

The conditions of such a point are in
spherics, as in piano,

If y = tt, these conditions take the form

Fio. 6.

Since the equation to the quartio group (A) is

«= (1+d

these conditions lead to the relations

whence the quintic is obtained

K (16X*+8X+d>)' = 4X (8KX+d' •{- iy.

One condition, that K have equal roots, is

(16X« + 8\+ #)'==

This quartio, again, has equal roots when d* = 1 ; the corresponding
curve (Fig. 6) unites two branches in a tacnode, at which the tangent is
parallel to the (*) axis.
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It should be remarked that the ratio -~ is positive, except when

(2). ..
when it is indeterminate. The acnodes for these values of (*, \ ) are
denoted by asterisks. There are two, one, or no acnodo, depending on
the values of A in (1). When A has equal roots, i.e., when 4A+1 = 0
and <e = 0, two separate acnodes unite in a single acnode.

[Otherwise, if the equation to the group (A) be transformed to polar
coordinates by the formnlee

1 1 1 r79

x = — cos 6, y = — sin'0, where — = tan r,
u v, u

it becomes f T ~ i ~ X ^ + u%^ ~ u*+ud c o s **1+w1

Differentiate thrice, and observe the conditions for a folium-point or

point of undulation —^+w = 0, T£+^T = 0.
do dfr dO

The resulting conditions appear as two factors
(du\* u*(l+u') du_Q
\dO/ 1-it* V dO

The first factor gives the curve already discussed.

From the second factor (-^ = 0) , sin 0 = 0, and
\do I

c w 4- I=-A(l+«f) =

This curve is the serpentine portion of Fig. 6, which occurs only in
the second and fourth quadrants.

The first (Fig. 5) and second (Fig. 6) discriminating curves touch
at infinity.

This occurs when both g = 0 and (%)'= tH±^).l
dO \dd/ 1—tt«

 J

5. All spherical quartics of this group may be exhibited by the aid
of these two discriminating curves.

First, the critical quartics are considered.
The cases are distinguished as d* > = < 1, i.e., as the cyclic arc of

the satellite-conic is distant above 45°, or less than 45° from the quad-
ruple cyclic arc.

In the first two cases there is no critical quartic when («, A) is a
point on the first discriminating curve (Fig. 5), except in the terminal
form of two coincident points; if (*, A) lie beyond the hyperbolic
branches, no quartic is possible.
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If # < 1, there are critical quartics, for every value of («c, X) in the
stapete of the curve. (Fig. 5.) If (*, X) is its upper cusp, the corres-
ponding quartic is a pirum, or cusped quartic. For values of (<c, X) on
the stapete, near its upper cusp, there correspond lemniscatoid, cru-
nodal, and acnodal quartics. (Fig. 1.)

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.
If (r, X) is the lower cusp of the stapete, according as (?> = < £ ,

the corresponding quartic is cardioidal, or a cissoidal cubic, or a second
reversed pirum, whose companion-nodal curves are limaconoid or
lemniscatoid, crunodal, and acnodal. (Fig. 2.) The forms vary as the
lower cusp is to the right of the (*) axis, upon it, or to its left.

Secondly, the quartics of the group, which have a folium-point, or
point of undulation, are determined by the second discriminating curve.

[We are concerned with the serpentine portion only of Fig. 6,
since no quartic corresponds to values of («, X) in the outer hyperbolic
branches. The quartics, whose parameters are the coordinates of points
lying between the • serpentine branches of Fig. 6 are bifolium in the
first and third, and unifolium in the second and fourth quadrants. The
number of stapetes is distinguished by the (<c) axis.] If X = 0, the
qnartic is resolved into a cubio and 1 = 0 , the quadrantal polar of the
quadruple focus at the origin. The critical and companion curves are
exhibited in Fig. 3. If X is negative, the quartics are unifolium, whose

Fio. 3. Fro. 4.

forms are terminated in point-quartics at the first discriminating curve.
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These changes are exhibited in Fig. 4, where it will be nnderstood
that, if X be positive, the apse is reversed, and the quartic is bifoliam.

These figures are orthographically projected on the equatorial plane
of the quadruple focus.

6. On Equable Spherical Spirals.
The critical cubic, which corresponds to the values 0, 1, — \ of the

parameters X, c, dt is an equable spiral of Pappus, whose equation is

sin 2p = cos 0, or 2p = ——0.

Another such spiral occurs when the cyclic arcs of the satellite-conio
of a spherical quartio are equidistant, by 45°, from its quadruple cyclio
arc, 1 = (1 - t an 1 x) (1 + tan1 x+tan1 y),
or cos* p = cos* $, i.e., p = nv ± 0.
Such spirals (p = mO) on the sphere are algebraic, since the tangents
of the coordinates are periodic functions.*

It has been pointed out by Greatheed (Math. Journal^ Vol. II., p. 39,
1841) that their rectification can be expressed by an elliptic function
of the second order,

For their quadrature 11 sin p dO dp = — (sin p— p cos p).

The tangent of the polar subtangent arc oc (sin p)'.

7. To determine the conditions of
singularity in the group of spherical
qnartics

« = X ( +

In this case d = 0, one cyclic arc of the
eatellite-conio is the (y) arc of reference,
and the other coincides with the quad-
ruple cyclic arc of the quartic (1 = 0).

The conditions may be found as in § 3,
FIG.

* " On y trouve (dans les Collodions Math6matiques) la description, sur la sphere,
d'une ligne a double courbure romarquable. C'est une spirale quo Pappus decrivait,
a l'imitation do celle d'Archimfedo, en faisant mouvoir uniformcment un point sur
un arc de grand cercle de la sphere, qui tourne lui-mSmo autour de son diametre
(L. 4, Prop. 30). Pappus trouva l'expresaion de la surface spherique, comprise
cntre cotte courbe et sa base; premier exemple do la quadrature d'une surface
courbe."—Chasles, "Histoire de la G6om6trie," p. 20.
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or derived from those given in § 3,

4ncx = a>4—1,

4Xa>(a>f+l)+l + 3»l = 0.

Their eliminant is a sextio in (*, X), which determines the mutual rela-
tion between K and X, when there are singular quartics in the group.
This is the first discriminating curve (Fig. 7), and has a centre and
two asymptotes, the (*) axis and the bisector of the angle between
the axes.

8. To determine the conditions for a
folium-point, or a point of undulation
in the same gronp. By proceeding, as
in § 3, or by deducing from the condi-
tions of § 3, one portion uf the second
discriminating carve is thus obtained,

ic (16X1 f I)1 = 4X (8-cX+l)1 (Fig. 8).

This quintio has the. same centre and
asymptotes as the preceding cnrve of
§4.

A second portion of the discrimi-
nating curve is also obtained for the
second and fourth quadrants, as in § 4, by the conditions

9. There are no singular quartics in this group, except in the ter-
minal florins, the bifolium quartics correspond to positions of («, X) on
either side of the (*) axis in the first and second quadrants between
the serpentine branch of Fig. 7, and the left branch of Fig. 8. A
similar limit is similarly defined in the third and fourth quadrants, by
symmetry.

10. This group of quartics may take the form

&—c . e—a . a—6

if p],pl,p\ denote l-\-(z+a)i+y\ For, after expansion, the equa-

tion becomes

S (a'-2&c) (aj '+^+l^-Safto (a+6 + c+4aj) (aj'+j/'+lJ + a W = 0.

The proof is given (Proceedings, Vol. XII., No. 167, § 5) ; but the form
in spherics seems barren of results.
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11. To determine the foci in quartics of this group.
The tangential equivalent to the equation (A) is

iS8~27T>=0,

if the invariants 8, T denote the envelopes of arcs (xS+yrj—l = 0),
which cut the quartic equiharmonically and harmonically,

Z8 = {2\ (1+? +-„«)+?+,«+#}»-.| (?+„») {(M-«J)NV

If attention be first kept to the terms, which do not contain (*) in the

expansion of l-^-) —

Hence (£* +• >/*)* measures the tangential equivalent so that it is reduced
to the eighth class.

This was anticipated, since the equation (A) denotes, if the coordi-
nates be interpreted as Cartesian, in piano, bicircular quartics.

The foci may be found by neglecting 41+»/1+l» and writing
l - ? - l for f,\

Z8 = (#-l)'-4- (#-l)»-3ic\ = 4- (dl-iy-dtX,
4, • .4,

If these values be substituted in the tangential equivalent, there
results a quintic, which denotes the collinear foci,

X {(#_l)'+4KX}' + f!«Z*

The origin is a triple focus, since the curve is a class-octavic.*
[The triple focus may be established by reference to the methods of

Plune Geometry. (Mr. Esson.)
By writing the equation (A) in the homogeneous form

w* = 2 (z + d.c)

• This gives a quadruple focus, when d =• 0. The tangential equivalent to the
resulting concentric circles (sou § 3) is

2A}1 -
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and for convenience using the language .of plane geometry, this is a
quartic carve with two flecnodes at the intersections of the line as = 0
with the curve xt+y*+z* = 0, or, say, at the points («=0, z + ty=0) ,
(* = 0, x—iy = 0) respectively. At each of these points there is an
inflexion tonching the conic (xi+yi + zt = 0), and an ordinary branch
catting it. Say, the common tangents are Tx and Tt.

The curve is of the class 8, and it has therefore with the conic 16
common tangents, but among these are included the lines Tx and Tt

each taken thrice. Say, there are 12 other lines L.
The enumeration of the foci will then be

Disappearing point (2\, 21,) 3

» » (^n ^j) 3

point (2\, Tt) -9
10 points (TVL) 80
10 points (Tv L) 30

^ . 1 0 . 9 points (L, L) 45

120

The total number of foci is 120 = \ . 16.15, as ib should be. We have
thus a triple focus and five ordinary single foci.]

12. Two foci unito at a node and disappear.
The direct proof would be to find the discriminant of the preceding

quintic (§ 11), and identify it with the discriminant of § 3. But the
labour may be thus avoided.

The valnes (1) and (2) of § 3 found for r and X in terms of x or

—, satisfy the quintic (§11) and its first derived function, which is

The values of *, X, *X, of § 3 are

If these values of it, K\ be substituted, and then the factor (t7£—1) be
removed, there results

= 0,

which, after removing a factor, is the preceding value of X.
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This conclusion has been verified for critical cubics and cusped
quartics. In the special case, when the cusped quartics unite in a
poiut, d = -— 1, *: = \, X = 1, the preceding quintic becomes

The former factor denotes the foci, which unite and disappear; the
latter, the single focus which remains.

13. This memoir is a companion to a paper on a corresponding
group of Bicircular Quartics, which was published in Vol. XII., No.
167, of the Proceedings.*

If the discriminating carves in the two memoirs be compared, the
sequence and variation of quartics will be seen to be similar. The
spherical stapete of the first of these curves is represented in piano by
one cusp at a finite, and another at au infinite distance ; the node of
the stapete also is withdrawn to infinity.

14). Since duality is perfect in spherics, this memoir exhibits also
the enumeration of class-quartics, with a quadruple focus and a triple
cyclic arc, if the coordinates x, y be interpreted as the cotangents of
the arcs intercepted by a tangent arc to the curve on the arcs of co-
ordinates.f

Sur les Surfaces Parallel^. By Prof. A. MANNHEIM.

[Read June 9th, 1881.]

Une droite A, normalo en son point a a une surface (S), se deplace
en restant coustamment norrnale en ce point a cette surface: ses points
ont pour surfaces trajectoires des surfaces paralleles a (S). Les' pro-
prietes des trajectoires des points de la normale A, relativement a ces
surfaces puralleles, sont des cas particuliers des proprietes generates
concernaut les trajectoires des points d'une droite mobile quelconque. J

• The cuss was not considered in piano, when d was infinite. The equations of
the discriminating curves bocoino

5 3 27 0, 256<c\s «* 1.
No singular quartic is possible, except in the terminal form of point-quartics.

Moreover, in No. l(iO, Fig- 0 of the second discriminating curve is incomplete.
The omitted portion is fouud as the locus of (K, A) from the equations

KU* = — X = — i («• i ud).
t The paragraphs in [ ] have been added sinco the paper was read.
X Voir: "Sur les tnijcctoires des points d'une droite mobile dans l'espace"

(Builttin de la Socivto iiathcutatiqite de France, Tome 1, pago 106), ot " SSur lea
surfaces trajt-ctoircs des points d'uno figure de forme invariable dout lo deplaccmont
est assujetti a quatre conditions " {Journal de Mathematiquet de M. £«sal, 31U* Serie,
Tome 1, page 67).
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